Kevin Cordi as National/International Coach of Writing and Verbally
Telling Your Story

Kevin is a versatile writer. Whether he is writing a ghost story or a tale of
wonder, he knows the value of hearing the audience with a storyteller’s voice. His
writing speaks as though you are there with him. He is the author of Playing
with Stories: Story Crafting for Writers, Teachers, Storytellers and
other imaginative thinkers. He uses his skills in writing and telling to coach
others.

A New Way to Build Your Story: “Permission2Play”
Kevin has a new way to work with writers and storytellers and anyone who has a
story to share. He calls this method “Permission2Play.” His unique technique
draws upon improvisation, creative writing, and the storytelling process. He
works with tellers and writers from inside the world of the story. Using his
skillful techniques and mediation, he allows the creative process to be
experienced from “stepping into the world of the story.” One participant said
she “has never been able to see the story so well until she learned to live inside
the world of the story she created.” Kevin has demonstrated this work from
Arizona to as far away as Singapore with tremendous success. Check it out at
www.permission2play.com
I have experienced many different styles of coaching, but Kevin brought
something new to the table. Unlike having a coach listen to the story and then
make suggestions so that the dialogue is from teller to coach, to teller, to coach,
etc. This process actually involves the tellers and listeners as a team. By having
the listeners participate as part of the story, the teller explores the story from a
different viewpoint. As the story is always changing because of the listeners’
interaction, the teller has new insight on how the story is affecting others.
Storyteller Vanita Moore

